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I would like to be one of the first to congratulate Cell Press for starting Cell Stem Cell. As the founding President of the
International Society for Stem Cell Research (ISSCR), I have wrestled with the topic of a society journal for many years.
In the early days when we were developing a membership model, the Board of Directors brought up that many people
who join a society expect that a journal will be part of the package. At the beginning of the society there was no time to start
a journal and perhaps no need. As both the society and the stem cell field have thrived, the concept of the society journal
became a hot topic. At every annual meeting, the possibility of starting a journal was raised at board discussions and
through comments from the membership at the Town Meeting. Many members felt that a high-level journal that premiered
scientific and clinical research on stem cell biologywould best serve the burgeoning field. The board also wished to develop
a formal vehicle to communicate ISSCR news and undertakings and express opinion and position statements. By the time I
had stepped down as President of the ISSCR,my focus had become finding the right publishingmodel to establish a journal
that met these criteria.
I have been so pleased to watch as the relationship between the ISSCR andCell Press has grown. Cell Press has a strong
track record in high-impact publishing, and it is clear that Cell Stem Cell will likewise have great influence. Already, the
journal has been extraordinarily embraced by the membership, and I believe that years from now the establishment of
Cell Stem Cell will be looked back on as a critical step forward for stem cell researchers and biology.
Cell Stem Cell will sit apart from other journals. The journal will include dedicated pages for the inclusion of ISSCR-
contributed news and discussions. Another important aspect of stem cell research that the ISSCR has embraced is the
political, ethical, and public policy considerations associated with the research and the breadth of standpoints taken world-
wide. Cell Stem Cell will also provide a forum for tackling these issues, taking on a prominent role in defining some of the
ethical discussions and generating political commentary. Thus, stem cell researchers will enjoy a range of high-quality
scientific research, both basic and clinical, in addition to sections with society updates, and ethical and political discus-
sions. I also hope that those not immediately involved in stem cell research will also gain insight from this new journal.
Thanks to all of you who have been involved in this venture, whether as part of the editorial board or by contributing man-
uscripts or participating in the review of submitted manuscripts. Much as a stem cell can proliferate forever and develop in
conjunction with its niche, so too will this journal! Again, congratulations to Cell Press on the launch of Cell Stem Cell.
Leonard I. Zon, MD
Chair, ISSCR Publications Committee
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